The conditional distribution of the next outcome given the infinite past of a stationary process can be inferred from finite but growing segments of the past. Several schemes are known for constructing pointwise consistent estimates, but they all demand prohibitive amounts of input data. In this paper we consider real-valued time series and construct conditional distribution estimates that make much more efficient use of the input data. The estimates are consistent in a weak sense, and the question whether they are pointwise consistent is still open. For finite-alphabet processes one may rely on a universal data compression scheme like the Lempel-Ziv algorithm to construct conditional probability mass function estimates that are consistent in expected information divergence. Consistency in this strong sense cannot be attained in a universal sense for all stationary processes with values in an infinite alphabet, but weak consistency can. Some applications of the estimates to on-line forecasting, regression and classification are discussed.
I. Introduction and Overview
We are motivated by some fundamental questions regarding inference of time series that were raised by T. Cover [9] and concerning which significant progress has been made during the intervening years. The time series is a stationary process {X t } with values in a set X which may be a finite set, the real line, or a finite dimensional euclidean space.
For t ≥ 0 let X t = (X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X t−1 ) denote the t-past at time t. It is also convenient to consider the outcome X = X 0 , the t-past X −t = (X −t , . . . , X −1 ) and the infinite past X − = (. . . , X −2 , X −1 ) at time 0. The true process distribution P is unknown a priori but is known to fall in the class P s of stationary distributions on the sequence space X Z .
Cover's list of questions included the following: given that {X t } is a {0, 1}-valued time series with an unknown stationary ergodic distribution P , is it possible to infer estimateŝ P {X t = 1|X t } of the conditional probabilities P {X t = 1|X t } from the past X t such that [P {X t = 1|X t } − P {X t = 1|X t }] → 0 P -almost surely as t → ∞?
D. Bailey [5] used the cutting and stacking technique of ergodic theory to prove that the answer is negative. A simple proof of this negative result is outlined in Proposition 3 of Ryabco [30] . Bailey [5] also discussed a result of Ornstein [22] that provides a positive answer to a less demanding question of Cover [9] , namely whether there exist estimateŝ P {X = 1|X −t } based on the past X −t such that for all P ∈ P s , P {X = 1|X −t } → P {X = 1|X − } P -almost surely as t → ∞.
Ornstein constructed estimatesP k {X = 1|X −λ(k) } which depend on finite past segments X −λ(k) = (X −λ(k) , . . . , X −1 ) and which converge almost surely to P {X = 1|X − } for every P ∈ P s . The length λ(k) of the data record X −λ(k) depends on the data itself, i.e. λ(k)
is a stopping time adapted to the filtration {σ(X −t ) : t ≥ 0}. To get estimates satisfying (2) , simply defineP {X = 1|X −t } as the estimateP k {X = 1|X −λ(k) } where k is the largest integer such thatP k {X = 1|X −λ(k) } can be evaluated from the data X −t (that is,
is a suffix of the string X −t but X −λ(k+1) is not.) The true conditional probability P {X = 1|X −t } converges to P {X = 1|X − } almost surely by the martingale convergence theorem and the estimateP {X = 1|X −t } converges to the same limit, hence
[P {X = 1|X −t } − P {X = 1|X −t }] → 0 P -almost surely and in L 1 (P ).
An on-line estimateP {X t = 1|X t } can be constructed at time t from the past X t in the same way asP {X = 1|X −t } was constructed from X −t . By (3) and stationarity
Thus the guessing schemeP {X t = 1|X t } is universally consistent in the weak sense of (4), although no guessing scheme can be universally consistent in the pointwise sense of (1).
Ornstein's result can be generalized when {X t } is a stationary process with values in a complete separable metric (Polish) space X . Algoet [1] constructed estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) that, with probability one under any P ∈ P s , converge in law to the true conditional distribution P (dx|X − ) of X = X 0 given the infinite past. By settingP (dx|X −t ) =P k (dx|X −λ(k) ) for λ(k) ≤ t < λ(k + 1), one obtains estimatesP (dx|X −t ) that almost surely converge in law to the random measure P (dx|X − ) in the space of probability distributions on X . Thus for any bounded continuous function h(x) and any stationary distribution P ∈ P s , h(x)P (dx|X −t ) → h(x) P (dx|X − ) P -almost surely.
A much simpler estimateP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) and convergence proof were obtained by Morvai,
Yakowitz and Györfi [21] . Their estimateP k {X ∈ B|X −λ(k) } of the conditional probability of a subset B ⊆ X has the structure of a sample mean:
where the X −τ (i) are samples of the process at selected instants in the past and λ(k) is the smallest integer t such that the indices {τ (i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} can be inferred from the segment X −t . From careful reading of [21] , one can surmise that λ(k) will be huge for relatively small values of the sample size k. Morvai [20] applied the ergodic theorem for recurrence times of Ornstein and Weiss [24] and argued that if {X t } is a stationary ergodic finite-alphabet process with positive entropy rate H bits per symbol and C is a constant such that 1 < C < 2 H , then, with probability one,
eventually for large k,
where the height of the exponential tower is k − k 0 for some number k 0 that depends on the process realization but not on k. To our knowledge, none of the strongly-consistent methods have been applied to any data sets, real or simulated. Scarpellini [31] has applied the methods of Bailey [5] and Ornstein [22] to infer the conditional expectation E{X τ |{X s } s≤0 } of the outcome X τ at some fixed time τ > 0 given the infinite past of a stationary real-valued continuous-time process {X t } from past experience. The outcomes X t are assumed to be bounded in absolute value by some fixed constant K. Scarpellini constructs estimates by averaging samples taken at a finite number of regularly spaced instants in the past and proves that the estimates converge almost surely to the desired limit E{X τ |{X s } s≤0 }. His generalization of Ornstein's result is not quite straightforward, and the difficulty seems to be caused more by the continuity of the range space [−K, K] than by the continuity of the time index t. These works are of considerable theoretical interest because they point to the limits of what can be achieved by way of time series prediction. Pointwise consistency can be attained for all stationary processes, but the estimates are based on enormous data records. It is hard to say how much raw data are really needed to get estimates with reasonable precision. The nonparametric class of all stationary ergodic processes is very rich and can model all sorts of complex nonlinear dynamics with long range dependencies and periodicities at many different time scales. It is hopeless to get efficient estimates with bounds on the convergence rate unless one has a priori information that winnows the range of possibilities to some manageable subclass. In the literature on nonparametric estimation (e.g. see Györfi, Härdle, Sarda and Vieu [15] and also Marton and Shields [19] ), one imposes mixing conditions on the time series and then finds that the standard methods are consistent and achieve stated asymptotic rates of convergence. These approaches are preferable to the universal methods when one is assured of the mixing hypotheses. On the other hand, there is essentially no methodology for testing for mixing.
In the present study we relax the strong consistency requirement and push in the direction of greater efficiency. Rather than demanding strong consistency or pointwise convergence in (5), we shall be satisfied with weak consistency or mean convergence in L 1 (P ).
(Note that mean convergence is equivalent to convergence in probability because the random variables are uniformly bounded.) Being more tolerant in this way enables us to significantly reduce the data demands of the algorithm. The estimates will again be defined as empirical averages of sample values, but the length of the raw data segment that must be inspected to collect a given number of samples will grow only polynomially fast in the sample size (when X is a finite alphabet), rather than as a tower of exponentials in (7).
For processes with values in a finite set X , weak consistency means that for any stationary distribution P on X Z and any x ∈ X , the estimateP (x|X −t ) =P {X = x|X −t } will converge in mean to the true conditional probability P (x|X − ) = P {X = x|X − }:
There exist estimates that are universally consistent in a stronger sense. Given a universal data compression algorithm or a universal parsimonious modeling scheme for stationary processes with values in the finite alphabet X , we shall design estimatesP (x|X −t ) that are consistent in expected information divergence for all stationary P . The expectation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the conditional probability mass function P (x|X − ) and the estimateP (x|X −t ) will vanish in the limit as t → ∞ for all P ∈ P s :
where
Consistency in expected information divergence implies consistency in mean as in (8) , and is equivalent to the requirement that for any stationary P ∈ P s we have mean convergence
The constructions of Ornstein [22] and Morvai, Yakowitz and Györfi [21] yield estimateŝ P (x|X −t ) such that (11) holds universally in the pointwise sense, but perhaps not in mean.
No estimatesP (x|X −t ) can be consistent in expected information divergence for all stationary processes with values in a countable infinite alphabet, but weak consistency as in (8) is universally achievable. Barron, Györfi and van der Meulen [7] consider an unknown distribution P (dx) on an abstract measurable space X and construct estimates from independent samples so that the estimates are consistent in information divergence and in expected information divergence whenever P (dx) has finite Kullback-Leibler divergence I(P |M) < ∞ relative to some known probability distribution M(dx) on X . In the present paper, the discussion of estimates that are consistent in expected information divergence is limited to the finite-alphabet case. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II we describe an algorithm for constructing estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) and prove weak consistency for all stationary real-valued time series. The method and its proof applies to time series with values in any σ-compact Polish space. In Section III we transform the estimatesP
into estimatesP (dx|X −n ) by letting k depend on n. We choose an increasing sequence k(n) and define the estimateP (dx|X −n ) asP k(n) (dx|X −λ(k(n)) ) if λ(k(n)) ≤ n and as some default measure Q(dx) otherwise. If k(n) grows sufficiently slowly with n then the data requirement λ(k(n)) will seldom exceed the available length n and the estimateŝ P (dx|X −n ) will be weakly consistent just like the estimatesP k(n) (dx|X −λ(k(n)) ). Section IV is about modeling and data compression and about estimates that are consistent in expected information divergence for stationary processes with values in a finite alphabet.
In Section V, we shiftP (dx|X −t ) from time 0 to time t and show that the shifted estimateŝ P (dx t |X t ) can be used for sequential forecasting or on-line prediction. We show that one can make sequential decisions based on the shifted estimatesP (dx t |X t ) so that the average loss per decision converges in mean to the minimum long run average loss that could be attained if one could make decisions with knowledge of the true conditional distribution of the next outcome given the infinite past at each step. In particular, the average rate of incorrect guesses in classification and the average of the mean squared error in regression converge to the minimum that could be attained if the infinite past were known to begin with.
We would like to alert the reader about some of our notational conventions. Only one level of subscripts or superscripts is allowed in equations that are embedded in the text and so we are often forced to adopt the flat functional notation λ(k), λ(k(n)), ℓ(k), J(k), τ (k, j), etc. However, the equations sometimes look better with nested subscripts and superscripts and therefore we prefer to write λ k , λ k(n) , ℓ k , J k , τ k j , etc. in the displayed equations. We hope that mixing of these notational conventions will not be a source of confusion but rather will improve the readability of the paper. Logarithms and entropy rates are taken in base 2 unless specified otherwise, and exponential growth rates are really doubling rates.
II. Learning the Conditional Distribution
Let {X t } be a real-valued stationary time series. The process distribution is unknown but shift-invariant. We wish to infer the conditional distribution of X = X 0 given the infinite past X − from past experience. We show that it is very easy to construct weakly consistent estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) depending on finite past data segments X −λ(k) such that for every bounded continuous function h(x) on X and any stationary distribution P ∈ P s ,
The estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) will be defined in terms of quantized versions of the process {X t }. Let X denote the real line and let {B k } k≥1 be an increasing sequence of finite subfields that asymptotically generate the Borel σ-field on X . Let x → [x] k denote the quantizer that maps any point x ∈ X to the atom of B k that happens to contain x. For any integer ℓ ≥ 1
one may search backwards in time and collect J samples of the process at times when the quantized ℓ-past looks exactly like the quantized ℓ-past at time 0. Let λ = λ(k, ℓ, J) denote the length of the data segment X −λ = (X −λ , . . . , X −1 ) that must be inspected to find these J samples and letP k,ℓ,J (dx|X −λ ) denote the empirical distribution of those samples.
ThenP k,ℓ,J (dx|X −λ ) will be a good estimate of P (dx|X − ) if the sample size J, the context length ℓ and the quantizer index k are sufficiently large. In fact, if k and ℓ are fixed and the sample size J tends to infinity then by the ergodic theorem,
If we now refine the context by increasing k and ℓ, then
will converge in law to P (dx|X − ) by the martingale convergence theorem.
The question is how to turn this limit of limits into a single limit by letting k, ℓ and J increase simultaneously to infinity. We must make k and ℓ large to reduce the bias and we must make J large to reduce the variance of the estimates. We will let ℓ and J grow with k and show that if ℓ(k) and J(k) are monotonically increasing to infinity then the empirical
weakly to P (dx|X − ). After this brief outline we now proceed with a detailed development.
Let {ℓ k } k≥1 and {J k } k≥1 be two nondecreasing unbounded sequences of positive integers. We often write ℓ(k) and J(k) instead of ℓ k and J k . For fixed k ≥ 1 let {−τ 
The random variables τ (k, j) = τ k j andτ (k, j) =τ k j are finite almost surely by Poincaré's recurrence theorem for the quantized process {[X t ] k }, cf. Theorem 6.4.1 of Gray [14] . The lengths λ k = λ(k) and estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) are now defined by the formulas
where δ ξ (dx) is the Dirac measure that places unit mass at the point ξ ∈ X . Thus for any
Borel set B, the conditional probability estimatê
is obtained by searching for the J k most recent occurrences of the pattern [X −ℓ(k) ] k and calculating the relative frequency with which the next realized symbols X −τ (k,j) hit the set B. We shall prove thatP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) is a weakly consistent estimate of P (dx|X − ). The precise statement and the proof are broken down in two parts.
Theorem 1A. For any set B in the generating field k B k and any stationary process distribution P ∈ P s we have mean convergence
The proof is somewhat technical and is placed in the Appendix. In the second part we argue that the estimatorsP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) can be employed to infer the regression function
Theorem 1B. Let {X t } be a real-valued stationary time series. If the fields B k are generated by intervals and the estimatorP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) is defined as in (16) then for any bounded
Proof: Pick some bound M such that |h(x)| ≤ M on X . Given ǫ > 0 there exists an integer κ and a finite interval K in the field B κ such that
If necessary we increase κ until κ is sufficiently large so that there exists a
LetP k and P − be shorthand forP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) and P (dx|X − ). Then
The function g(x) is a finite linear combination of indicator functions of B κ -measurable subsets, and Theorem 1A implies that g dP k converges to g dP − in L 1 :
The function f (x) is B κ -measurable and bounded, hence f dP k converges to f dP − in L 1 and the expectations converge:
Since |h − g| ≤ f and Ef ≤ ǫ P {X ∈ K} + M P {X ∈ K} < 2ǫ by (20) and (21), it follows from (22) , (23) and (24) that
Thus E| h dP k − h dP − | → 0, and this is the desired conclusion (19) .
Theorem 1B holds in general if X is a σ-compact Polish space and the fields B k are suitably chosen. Indeed, let {K k } k≥1 be an increasing sequence of compact subsets with union k K k = X . For any fixed k one may cover K k with a finite collection of open balls having diameter less than ǫ k , where ǫ k ց 0 as k → ∞. Let B k denote the smallest field containing B k−1 and the sets B ∩ K k where B ranges over all balls in the finite cover of K k .
(We start with the trivial field B 0 = {∅, X }.) Any bounded continuous function h(x) on X is uniformly continuous on each compact subset of X . If |h(x)| ≤ M and ǫ > 0, then for sufficiently large κ there exists some compact subset K in B κ such that P {X ∈ K} ≤ ǫ/M and h(x) oscillates less than ǫ on each atom of B κ that is contained in K. Thus there exists a B κ -measurable function g(x) such that |h(x) − g(x)| < ǫ on K and g(x) = 0 outside K. We can then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1B to prove that for any bounded continuous function h(x),
III. Truncation of the Search Depth
The estimatesP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) are based on finite but random length segments of the past.
We shall transform these into estimatesP (dx|X −n ) that depend on finite past segments with deterministic length but that still are weakly consistent. The details are somewhat more involved than for the strongly consistent estimates in Section I. In terms of the empirical conditional distributionP k,ℓ,J (dx|X −λ(k,ℓ,J) ) that was defined in the outline of Section II, the question is how fast k, ℓ and J may increase with n so that λ(k(n), ℓ(n), J(n)) ≤ n with high probability. The weak consistency of the estimatesP
will not suffer if we redefine the estimates by assigning some default measure Q(dx) in those rare cases when the search depth λ(k(n), ℓ(n), J(n)) exceeds the available record length n.
It is difficult to say what the optimal growth path is for k(n), ℓ(n) and J(n) without prior information about the spatial and temporal dependency structure of the process. The special case of finite alphabet processes is most interesting and it is simpler because only 2 of the 3 parameters k, ℓ, J play a role. We do not need an index for subfields of X because the obvious choice for B k is the field of all subsets of X . Also, it is convenient to choose the block length ℓ k equal to k so that τ k j is the time for j recurrences of X −k .
In Section A we recall the ergodic theorem for recurrence times that was derived by Wyner and Ziv [34] and by Ornstein and Weiss [24] for finite alphabet processes. In Section B we define conditional probability mass function estimatesP (x|X −n ) and we prove consistency in mean if the block length k(n) and the sample size J k(n) grow deterministically and sufficiently slowly with n. In Section C we discuss generalizations for real-valued processes.
A. Recurrence Times
Let {X t } be a stationary ergodic process with values in a finite set X . Starting at time τ k 0 = 0, the successive recurrence times τ k j of the k-block X −k are defined as follows: 
Let H denote the entropy rate of the stationary ergodic process {X t } in bits per symbol:
Wyner and Ziv [34] , Theorem 3, invoked Kac's result and the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem to prove that τ k 1 cannot grow faster than exponentially with limiting rate H (lim sup k k −1 log τ k 1 ≤ H almost surely). Ornstein and Weiss [24] then argued that τ k 1 will grow exponentially fast almost surely with limiting rate exactly equal to H:
Now suppose a sample of size J k is desired. The total time needed to find J k = J(k) ≥ 1 instances of the pattern X −k is equal to the recurrence time τ k J(k) . The ratio τ k J(k) /J k can be interpreted as the average inter-recurrence time:
We claim that like τ k j , the average inter-recurrence time τ k J(k) /J k cannot grow faster than exponentially with limiting rate H. The proof is based on Kac's result and the lemma that was developed by Algoet and Cover [3] to give a simple proof of the Shannon-McMillanBreiman theorem and a more general ergodic theorem for the maximum exponential growth rate of compounded capital invested in a stationary market.
Theorem 2. Let {X t } be a stationary ergodic process with values in a finite set X and with entropy rate H bits per symbol. If ∆ k = ∆(k) is a sequence of numbers such that
and consequently
Proof: The inter-recurrence times τ k j − τ k j−1 are identically distributed with the same conditional distribution given X −k as the first recurrence time τ
(A referee pointed out that a result like this was also proved by Gavish and Lempel [13] .) Thus the random variable
By the Markov inequality,
and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma log Z k ≤ ∆ k eventually for larger k. This proves (32) .
Assertion (33) follows from (32) upon dividing both sides by k and taking the lim sup as 
It is worthwhile to observe that Theorem 2 can be generalized if the process {X t } is stationary but not necessarily ergodic. Let P be a stationary distribution and let P ω denote the ergodic mode of the actual process realization ω. Then by the ergodic decomposition theorem (see Theorem 7.4.1 of Gray [14] ) and the monotone convergence theorem,
It follows that
The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem for stationary nonergodic processes asserts that P (X −k ) decreases exponentially fast with limiting rate H(P ω ), so one may conclude that lim sup
Thus the average inter-recurrence time τ k J(k) /J k cannot grow faster than exponentially with limiting rate H(P ω ), the entropy rate of the ergodic mode P ω .
B. Conditional Probability Mass Function Estimates
In the finite alphabet case, the general estimatorP k (dx|X −λ(k) ) that was defined in (16) reduces to the conditional probability mass function estimatê
Here k = ℓ k is the block length and the sample size J k is monotonically increasing. The recurrence times τ k j of the k-block X −k were defined inductively for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . in (27) .
We choose a slowly increasing sequence of block lengths k(n) and setP (x|X −n ) equal tô
) if this estimate can be computed from the available data segment X −n .
Otherwise, if λ k(n) > n, we truncate the search and defineP (x|X −n ) as the default measure Q(x) = 1/|X |. Thus for n ≥ 0, we definê
If k(n) grows sufficiently slowly then truncation is a rare event andP (x|X −n ) coincides most of the time with the weakly consistent estimatorP k(n) (x|X −λ(k(n)) ). The question is how fast the block length k(n) and the sample size J k(n) may grow to get consistent estimates. To answer this question, we use our results about recurrence times. The inter-recurrence times τ The expected inter-recurrence time is bounded as follows:
eventually for large k by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. This is similar to (32) 
, we see that
if J k and k(n) are chosen so that for some ǫ k > 0 with ǫ k → 0,
It suffices that k(n) = (1 − ǫ) log |X | n for some 0 < ǫ < 1 and
(Noninteger values are rounded down to the nearest integer, as usual.) We can be slightly more aggressive. are monotonically increasing to infinity and satisfy
then the estimatesP (x|X −n ) in (41) are consistent in mean:
In particular, the estimatesP (x|X −n ) are consistent in mean if the block length is k(n) = (1 − ǫ) log |X | n and the sample size is J k(n) = n ǫ for some 0 < ǫ < 1.
Proof: If the entropy rate H is strictly less than log |X | and R is any constant such that H < R < log |X | then by (33) 
It is necessary for (46) that k(n) < log |X | n eventually for large n since J k(n) → ∞ by
is upper bounded by n eventually for large n. If H = log |X | then there is no guarantee that we can collect J k(n) samples from X −n , but the estimateP (x|X −n ) will nevertheless be consistent in mean if the default measure is Q(x) = |X | −1 because the outcomes X t happen to be independent identically distributed according to this distribution Q(x) when H = log |X |.
The estimatesP k (x|X −λ(k) ) in (40) are consistent in the pointwise sense under certain conditions. For example, if {X t } is a stationary finite-state Markov chain with order K then the empirical estimatesP k (x|X −λ(k) ) are averages of bounded random variables 1{X −τ (k,j) = x} (j = 1, 2, . . . , J k ) that are conditionally independent and identi-
converge exponentially fast in the number of samples J k to the conditional probability P {x|X −K } = P {x|X − } and therefore the estimates are pointwise consistent. It is not known whether the estimatesP k (x|X −λ(k) ) converge in the pointwise sense for all finitealphabet stationary time series.
If we know the entropy rate H in advance we can make use of it. In this case, weak consistency is guaranteed if k(n) = (1 − ǫ)(log n)/R for some R > H and J k(n) = n ǫ .
Indeed, if H < r < R then λ(k(n)) < n eventually for large n since
If the entropy rate is not known in advance then we must be prepared to deal with the worst case of nearly maximum entropy rate. The estimates will be wasteful if the entropy rate is low because they exploit only a small portion of the available data segment X −n when H < log |X |. If k(n) = (1 − ǫ) log |X | n and J k(n) = n ǫ then the length of the useful portion is about τ
where α = ǫ + (1 − ǫ)H/ log |X | varies linearly between ǫ < α ≤ 1 as 0 < H ≤ log |X |.
The length λ(k) = k + τ k J(k) of the data record X −λ(k) that must be examined to collect J k samples of the pattern X −k grows approximately like J k 2 Hk , which is polynomial in J k if J k grows exponentially fast with k. Also, the length n of the segment X −n is just polynomial in the sample size J k(n) if J k(n) = n ǫ . The strongly consistent estimates of Morvai, Yakowitz and Györfi [21] are much less efficient: they collect J samples from a data record whose length grows like a tower of exponentials in (7) . Their samples are very sparse because extremely stringent demands are placed on the context where those samples are taken. For the weakly consistent estimates of the present study, the demands on context are much less severe and so the samples are much more abundant although perhaps less trustworthy. Thus universal prediction is not hopelessly out of computational reach as it might seem for an algorithm whose input demands grow as a tower of exponentials in (7).
C. Weak Consistency for Real-valued Processes
When X is the real line or a σ-compact Polish space, the estimateP
defined by the formula in (16) . We now choose a nondecreasing unbounded sequence k(n)
and we defineP (dx|X −n ) as the empirical conditional distributionP k(n) (dx|X −λ(k(n)) ) if this estimate can be computed from the available data segment
we truncate the search and defineP (dx|X −n ) as some default measure Q(dx). Thuŝ
If k(n) grows slowly then truncation is rare andP (dx|X −n ) coincides most of the time with the estimatorP k(n) (dx|X −λ(k(n)) ) which is weakly consistent. The question is how slowly the partition index k(n), the block length ℓ(k(n)) and the sample size J(k(n)) must grow with n to get consistent estimates of P (dx|X − ). It suffices that P {λ(k(n)) < n} → 1.
Theorem 4. Let {X t } be a real-valued stationary ergodic time series and choose B k , ℓ k and J k as before. Let Ξ k denote the set of atoms of the finite field B k and choose a nondecreasing unbounded sequence of integers k(n) and numbers ǫ k → 0 such that
Then P {n ≥ λ k(n) } → 1 as n → ∞, and the estimatesP (dx|X −n ) are weakly consistent:
for every set B in the generating field k B k we havê
and for every bounded continuous function h(x) we have
Proof: The inter-recurrence times τ
(The sum is taken over [
positive.) By the Markov inequality,
Assertions (53) and (54) follow from Theorem 1A and 1B because
and hence, in view of assumption (52),
This completes the proof of the theorem.
The theorem remains valid in the stationary non-ergodic case. Indeed, let P be a stationary distribution and let P ω denote the ergodic mode of ω. Then one may argue as
. By the ergodic decomposition theorem and
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem,
Thus the conclusions of the theorem also hold for stationary nonergodic processes.
IV. The Information Theoretic Point of View
In this section we discuss conditional distribution estimatesP (dx|X −n ) that are consistent in expected information divergence. Such estimates are also weakly consistent, but the converse is not necessarily true. It is possible to construct estimator sequences that are consistent in expected information divergence for all stationary processes with values in a finite alphabet, but not for all stationary processes with values in a countable infinite alphabet. There are connections with universal gambling or modeling schemes and with universal noiseless data compression algorithms for finite alphabet processes. For more information on these subjects see Rissanen and Langdon [28] and Algoet [1] .
A. Consistency in Expected Information Divergence
The Kullback-Leibler information divergence between two probability distributions P and Q on a measurable space X is defined as follows: if P is dominated by Q then
otherwise I(P |Q) = ∞. The variational distance is defined as
where the supremum is taken over all measurable functions h(x) such that |h(x)| ≤ 1. If p = dP/dµ and q = dQ/dµ are the densities of P and Q relative to a dominating σ-finite measure µ then P − Q = |p − q| dµ. Exercise 17 on p. 58 of Csiszár and Körner [11] asserts that log e 2 P − Q 2 ≤ I(P |Q).
It follows that I(P |Q) ≥ 0 with equality iff P = Q. Pinsker [26] , pp. 13-15 proved the existence of a universal constant Γ > 0 such that
Barron [6] simplified Pinsker's argument and proved that the constant Γ = √ 2 is best possible when natural logarithms are used in the definition of I(P |Q).
Let {X t } be a stationary process with values in a complete separable metric space X . The divergence between the true conditional distribution P (dx|X − ) and an estimatê P (dx|X −t ) is a nonnegative function of the past X − which vanishes iff P (dx|X − ) = P (dx|X −t ) P -almost surely. We say that the estimatesP (dx|X −t ) are consistent in information divergence for a class Π of stationary distributions on X Z if for any P ∈ Π,
We say thatP (dx|X −t ) is consistent in expected information divergence for the class Π if for any P ∈ Π,
Such estimates are weakly consistent for all distributions in the class Π. Indeed, if h(x) is any bounded measurable function on X with norm h ∞ = sup x |h(x)| then
Applying the Csiszár-Kemperman-Kullback inequality (62), we see that
IfP (dx|X −t ) is consistent in expected information divergence for Π then h(x)P (dx|X −t ) converges in L 2 (P ) and also in L 1 (P ) to h(x) P (dx|X − ) whenever P ∈ Π.
Suppose the outcomes X t are independent with identical distribution P X on X . Barron, Györfi and van der Meulen [7] have constructed estimatesP (dx|X −t ) that are consistent in information divergence and in expected information divergence when the true distribution P X has finite information divergence I(P X |M X ) < ∞ relative to some known normalized reference measure M X . Györfi, Páli and van der Meulen [16] assume that X is the countable set of integers and argue that for arbitrary conditional probability mass function estimateŝ P (x|X −n ), there exists some distribution P X with finite entropy such that
Therefore, it is impossible to construct estimatesP (dx|X −t ) that are consistent in information divergence or in expected information divergence for all independent identically distributed processes with values in an infinite space. For stationary processes with values in a finite alphabet, the constructions of Ornstein [22] and Morvai, Yakowitz and Györfi [21] yield estimatesP (x|X −t ) such that logP (x|X −t ) converges almost surely to log P (x|X − ).
It is still an open question as to whether these estimates are consistent in information divergence or whether modifications are needed to get such consistency. (The difficulty is that small changes inP (x|X −n ) cause huge changes in logP (x|X −n ) whenP (x|X −n ) is small.) However, it is easy to construct estimatesP (x|X −t ) that are consistent in expected information divergence.
B. Consistent Estimates for Finite-alphabet Processes
Let {X t } be a stationary process with values in a finite set X . We shall construct conditional probability mass function estimatesP (x|X −n ) that are consistent in expected information divergence for any stationary P ∈ P s . Such estimates also converge to P (x|X − )
in mean: for any stationary P ∈ P s and x ∈ X we havê
An observation of Perez [25] implies that consistency in expected information divergence is equivalent to mean consistency of logP (X|X −n ).
Theorem 5. Let {X t } be a stationary process with values in a finite alphabet X . A sequence of conditional probability mass function estimatesP (x|X −n ) is consistent in expected information divergence iff we have mean convergence
Proof: Pinsker's inequality (63) for P (x|X − ) andP (x|X −n ) asserts that
Taking expectations and using concavity of the square root function, we obtain
by Jensen's inequality. This suffices to prove the theorem.
To construct the estimatesP (x|X −n ), we start with probability mass functions Q(x n ) on the product spaces X n such that for every stationary distribution P on X Z ,
Several methods are known for constructing such models Q(x n ) -see Section C below. By
Pinsker's inequality, convergence of the means in (73) is equivalent to mean convergence
Let now Q(x|x −t ) denote a shifted copy of the conditional probability mass function Q(x t |x t ) that appears in the chain rule expansion Q(x n ) = 0≤t<n Q(x t |x t ). The estimatê
Theorem 6. Let X be a finite alphabet and let {Q(x n )} n≥1 be a model sequence such that (73) or (74) holds for all P ∈ P s . Then the conditional probability mass function estimatesP (x|X −n ) are consistent in expected information divergence for the class P s of all stationary process distributions on X Z .
Proof: The Kullback-Leibler divergence functional is convex in both arguments. By the definition (75) ofP (x|X −n ) and by Jensen's inequality,
Now we take expectations with respect to some distribution P ∈ P s . By stationarity and the chain rule expansion of information divergence, we obtain
Observe that
where H(X n ) = E P {− log P (X n )} and H(X n |X − ) = E P {− log P (X n |X − )}. The entropy rate of the process is defined as
one may conclude that
It follows from (77) and (79) that the estimatesP (x|X −n ) are consistent in expected information divergence, as claimed.
The procedure which constructsP (x|x −n ) from the models Q(x n ) can be reversed.
Indeed, let {P (x|x −t } t≥0 be a sequence such that for every stationary distribution P ∈ P s , the expected information divergence of P (x|X − ) relative toP (x|X −t ) is finite for all t and vanishes in the limit as t → ∞. LetP (x t |x t ) be constructed from the t-past at time t in the same way asP (x|x −t ) was constructed from the t-past at time 0. The KullbackLeibler information divergence of the true marginal distribution P (x n ) with respect to the compounded modelP (x n ) = 0≤t<nP (x t |x t ) admits the chain rule expansion
By stationarity
The divergence of P (x|X −t ) relative toP (x|X −t ) is bounded by the divergence of P (x|X − )
relative toP (x|X −t ) since we have the decomposition
From (80), (81) and (82) one may conclude that
If the expected divergence between P (x|X − ) andP (x|X −t ) is finite and vanishes in the limit as t → ∞ then the modelsP (x n ) = 0≤t<nP (x t |x t ) have vanishing expected per-symbol divergence: for all P ∈ P s we have
The results of Shields [32] imply that there can be no universal bound on the speed of convergence in expected information divergence. Indeed, if the expected divergence of P (x|X − ) relative toP (x|X −t ) were always O(β t ) where β t → 0, then we could construct a modeling scheme {P (x t |x t )} t≥0 such that the divergence of P (x n ) relative toP (x n ) = 0≤t<nP (x t |x t ) would be O(β 0 + . . . + β n−1 ). The per-symbol divergence of P (x n ) relative toP (x n ) would vanish with universal rate O[n −1 (β 0 + . . . + β n−1 )], which is impossible.
To obtain bounds on the per-symbol divergence one must restrict the process distribution to some manageable class. In particular, suppose Π is a class of Markov processes that is smoothly parametrized by k free parameters and consider modelsP (x n ) for which the per-symbol divergence attains Rissanen's [27] lower bound:
If we set Q(x n ) =P (x n ) and defineP (x|X −n ) as in (75), then (77) reduces to the bound
It is often possible to construct a prequential modeling scheme {P (x t |x t )} t≥0 such that the expected divergence of P (x t |X t ) relative toP (x t |X t ) vanishes like (k log e)/(2t) for all process distributions in the class Π. An incremental bound of order (k log e)/(2t) yields a normalized cumulative bound of order n −1 t<n (k log e)/(2t) ≈ (k log n)/(2n). By shiftinĝ P (x n |X n ) we obtain estimatesP (x|X −n ) such that the expected divergence of P (x|X − )
relative toP (x|X −n ) vanishes like (k log e)/(2n). This bound of order (k log e)/(2n) for P (x|X −n ) is clearly better than the bound (k log n)/(2n).
C. Modeling and Data Compression
Any universal data compression scheme for stationary processes with finite alphabet X can be used as a basis for the construction of models Q(x n ) satisfying (73) or (74). Indeed, let l(x n ) denote the length of a uniquely decipherable block-to-variable-length binary code for sequences x n ∈ X n . The redundancy of the code for X n is defined as the difference between the actual codeword length l(X n ) and the ideal description length − log P (X n ):
The expected redundancy E P {r(X n )} is equal to the information divergence between the true probability mass function P (x n ) and the model
For a universal noiseless coding scheme, the expected per-symbol redundancy will vanish:
The model Q ′ (x n ) is not necessarily normalized but is always a subprobability measure, by the Kraft-McMillan inequality. However, if (89) holds for a sequence of subnormalized models Q ′ (x n ) then (89) will certainly hold for the normalized models
Theorem 4 of Algoet [1] implies that for any stationary ergodic distribution P , the persymbol description length of uniquely decipherable codes is asymptotically bounded below almost surely by the entropy rate H(P ) = lim n n −1 E P {− log P (X n )}:
It is well known that there exist universal noiseless codes for which the per-symbol description length almost surely approaches the entropy rate of the ergodic mode P ω with probability one under any stationary distribution P :
This is true in particular for the data compression algorithm of Ziv and Lempel [36] , by Theorem 12.10.2 of Cover and Thomas [10] or by the results of Ornstein and Weiss [24] .
Other examples of noiseless codes satisfying (92) for every stationary ergodic P have been proposed by Ryabco [29] , Ornstein and Shields [23] , and Algoet [1] . Choosing the best among the given code with length l(x n ) and a fixed-length code with length ⌈n log |X |⌉ and adding one bit of preamble to indicate which code is better, one obtains a uniquely decipherable code with length
The codeword may expand by one bit, but the per-symbol description length is now bounded by log |X | + 2n −1 and (92) holds universally not only in the pointwise sense but also in mean. The corresponding models Q(x n ) are universal in the sense that for any
Ryabco [29] and Algoet [1] have constructed probability measures Q with marginals Q(x n ) such that the pointwise convergence in (94) holds for every stationary P ∈ P s .
Each marginal Q(x n ) is equal to the compounded product Q(x n ) = 0≤t<n Q(x t |x t ), and
Ryabco's scheme has the extra property that when P is finite order Markov,
Rissanen and Langdon [28] and Langdon [18] previously observed that the Lempel-Ziv algorithm defines a sequential predictive modeling scheme Q = {Q(x t |x t )}. The per-symbol divergence vanishes pointwise in the Cesàro mean sense, for every P ∈ P s :
However, the pointwise convergence in (95) must fail for some P ∈ P s because the quality of the predictive model Q(x t |X t ) degrades whenever the Lempel-Ziv incremental parsing procedure comes to the end of a phrase. The leaves of the dictionary tree and the nodes with few descendants are exactly those where empirical evidence is still lacking to make a reliable forecast. The number of times a node has been visited is equal to the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at that node, and if this number is small then the predictive model for the next symbol is a poor estimate based on few samples.
If the estimatesP (x|X −t ) are universally consistent in expected information divergence then log[P (X|X − )/P (X|X −t )] → 0 in L 1 (P ) for all stationary P ∈ P s by Theorem 5. Thus the shifted estimatesP (x t |X t ) are universally consistent in the sense that for all P ∈ P s , log P (X t |X t )
Bailey [5] and Ryabco [30] proved that no modeling scheme Q exists such that the pointwise convergence in (95) holds for every stationary ergodic distribution P . The argument of [30] shows that for any modeling scheme Q there exists a stationary ergodic distribution P on X Z where X = {a, b, c} such that P fails to satisfy both (95) and the statement
The offending P is determined by a Markov chain with a countable set of states {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
Given that the Markov chain is in state i, it moves to state 0 with probability 1/2 and generates the letter a, or it moves to state i + 1 with probability 1/2 and generates the letter b or c with conditional probability ∆ i and (1 − ∆ i ), where ∆ i is a parameter equal to either 1/3 or 2/3. The distribution of the Markov chain is determined by the infinite sequence ∆ = (∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . .). If the Markov chain is started in its stationary distribution then the resulting distribution P ∆ on the sequence space X ∞ is stationary ergodic. Exact prediction is impossible when the Markov chain visits a state i which it has not visited before, because the predictor doesn't know whether the probability ∆ i /2 of next seeing symbol b is equal to 1/3 or 1/6. The Markov chain will visit states with arbitrarily large labels i, and the predictor must make inaccurate predictions infinitely often with positive probability under distribution P ∆ for some ∆ = (∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , . . .).
V. Application to Online Prediction
In this section we discuss some applications of the estimatesP (dx|X −t ) to on-line prediction, regression and classification. We deal with special cases of a sequential decision problem that can be formulated abstractly as follows.
Let {X t } be a stationary process with values in the space X and let l(x, a) be a loss function on X × A where A is a space of possible actions. We assume that X is a complete and A is a compact separable metric space and the loss function l(x, a) is bounded and continuous on X × A. We wish to select nonanticipating actions A t = A t (X t ) with knowledge of the past X t = (X 0 , . . . , X t−1 ) so as to minimize the long run average loss per decision: lim sup
If the process distribution is known a priori then the optimum strategy is to select actions A * t = arg min a∈A E{l(X t , a)|X t } that attain the minimum conditional expected loss given the available information X t at each time t. Suppose P is stationary and let L(X t |X t ) denote the expectation of the minimum conditional expected loss given the t-past at time t:
Similarly let L(X|X −t ) and L(X|X − ) denote the minimum expected loss given the tpast and the minimum expected loss given the infinite past at time 0. By stationarity
, and L(X|X −t ) is clearly monotonically decreasing to a limit which by continuity must be L(X|X − ). Thus for any stationary distribution P one may define
If P is stationary ergodic then the minimum long run average loss is well defined and almost surely equal to L * (P ) = L(X|X − ) by Theorem 6 of Algoet [2] :
Now suppose the process distribution is unknown a priori. It is shown in Section V.B of Algoet [2] that there exist nonanticipating actionsÂ * t =Â * t (X t ) which attain the minimum long run average loss L * (P ) with probability one under any stationary ergodic process distribution P on X Z . The actionsÂ * t are constructed by a plug-in approach as follows. Choose estimatesP (dx|X −t ) that converge in law to the conditional distribution P (dx|X − ) with probability one under any stationary P and constructP (dx t |X t ) from X t in the same way asP (dx|X −t ) was computed from X −t . ThenÂ * t is defined as an action that attains the minimum conditional expected loss given X t underP (dx t |X t ):
The average loss incurred by the actionsÂ * t converges pointwise to the minimum long run average loss L * (P ).
In this paper we rely on conditional distribution estimatesP (dx|X −t ) that are weakly consistent but hopefully more efficient than the pointwise consistent estimates of [22] , [1] , [21] . We limit our attention to certain on-line prediction problems, when X = A is a compact separable metric space and the loss l(x,x) is a continuous increasing function of the distance between the outcome x and the predictionx. In classification problems X = A is a finite set, l(x,x) = 1{x =x} is the Hamming distance, and we wish to predict each outcome X t with knowledge of the past X t so as to minimize the long run average rate of incorrect guesses. In regression problems X is a finite closed interval, l(x,x) is the squared euclidean distance, and the goal is to predict X t from the past X t so that the long run average of the squared prediction error is smallest possible. We show that if the estimateŝ P (dx|X −t ) are weakly consistent, then the minimum long run average loss in regression and classification is universally attained in the sense of mean convergence in L 1 (P ). The proof is based on the following generalization of von Neumann's mean ergodic theorem, which parallels Breiman's [8] generalization of Birkhoff's pointwise ergodic theorem. See also Perez [25] .
Lemma. Suppose (Ω, F , P, T ) is a stationary ergodic system. If g and {g t } t≥0 are integrable random variables such that g t → g in L 1 (P ), then
Proof: The mean ergodic theorem asserts that
and it is clear that 1
since the triangle inequality, stationarity and the assumption E|g t − g| → 0 imply that
Addition of (105) and (106) yields (104).
A. Regression
Let {X t } be a stationary ergodic real-valued time series with finite variance. We wish to predict each outcome X t with knowledge of the past X t so that the squared prediction error |X t −X t | 2 is smallest possible in the long run average sense. The minimum long run average is equal to the minimum mean squared error given the infinite past, that is the variance of the innovation X − E{X|X − }. If the outcomes X t are independent and identically distributed then the sample meanX t = (X 0 + . . . + X t−1 )/t is an optimal estimator in the long run. It is challenging to construct on-line predictorsX t that asymptotically attain the minimum squared prediction error in a universal sense for all stationary ergodic real-valued processes with finite variance. Here, we consider the simple case of stationary processes with values in a finite interval X = [−K, K]. We do not assume that K is known a priori. Let {P (dx|X −t )} t≥0 denote a weakly consistent sequence of conditional distribution estimates as in Section III. Since h(x) = x is a bounded continuous function on X , it follows from Theorem 4 thatX −t →X in probability wherê
Note thatX −t is not an estimate of X −t but an estimate of X = X 0 based on the t-past X −t .
At time t we consider the conditional distribution estimateP (dx t |X t ) and the predictor
By constructionX t is the sample mean of some subset of the past outcomes X 0 , . . . , X t−1 , except in rare cases whenX t is equal to the default value x Q(dx). The obvious choice for Q(dx) is the Dirac measure that places unit mass at x = 0, so that x Q(dx) = 0. For any stationary ergodic process distribution P on X Z we have
and consequently, by the Lemma,
B. On-line Prediction and Classification
Let {X t } be a random process with values in a finite set X . We wish to predict the outcomes X t with knowledge of the past X t so as to minimize the long run average rate of incorrect guesses. The best predictor for X = X 0 given the infinite past X − is given bŷ
If the process distribution P is stationary ergodic then the minimum long run average rate of prediction errors is equal to the error probability
If the process distribution is unknown, we choose some conditional probability mass estimatesP {X = x|X −t } that converge in mean to P {X = x|X − } for every stationary process distribution P ∈ P s and x ∈ X :
We constructP {X t = x|X t } from the past X t in the same way asP {X = x|X −t } was computed from X −t and we define the predictor
Theorem 7. Let {X t } be a stationary ergodic process with values in a finite set X . If the conditional probability estimatesP {X = x|X −t } are weakly consistent, then the predictor X t achieves the minimum long run average rate of incorrect guesses in probability. Thus for any stationary ergodic distribution P on X Z we have mean convergence
Proof: Observe thatX t (ω) =X −t (T t ω) where T is the left shift on X Z and wherê
For any stationary ergodic P we have, by weak consistency ofP {X = x|X −t } and continuity of the maximum function,
or equivalentlyP
Since [P {X = x|X − } −P {X = x|X −t }] → 0 in L 1 (P ) by weak consistency and |P {X =X −t |X − } −P {X =X −t |X −t }| ≤ x∈X |P {X = x|X − } −P {X = x|X −t }|,
we see that [P {X =X −t |X − } −P {X =X −t |X −t }] → 0 in L 1 (P ).
It follows from (119) and (121) that
Now observe that
is a bounded martingale difference sequence with respect to the σ-fields σ(X − X t ) and hence 1 n 0≤t<n
(and also P -almost surely). In fact, the Cesàro means of ∆ t vanish exponentially fast by Azuma's [4] exponential inequalities for bounded martingale differences. Addition of (123) and (125) yields the conclusion (116).
Feder, Merhav and Gutman [12] used the Lempel-Ziv algorithm as a method for sequential prediction of individual sequences.
C. Problems with Side Information
A well studied problem in statistical decision theory, pattern recognition and machine learning is to infer the class label X t of an item at time t from a covariate or feature vector Y t and a training set X t Y t = (X 0 , Y 0 , . . . , X t−1 , Y t−1 ). It is often reasonable to assume that the successive pairs (X t , Y t ) are independent and identically distributed, but sometimes defective items tend to come in batches or in periodic runs and in those cases it may be profitable to exploit dependencies between new items and recent or not so recent items.
Here we assume that the pair process {(X t , Y t )} is stationary ergodic and we try to exploit statistical dependencies of arbitrarily long range, although we have no idea what kind of dependencies to expect a priori. The minimum long run average misclassification rate is again equal to P {X =X}, but nowX is the best predictor of X = X 0 given the infinite past X − Y − = (. . . , X −2 , Y −2 , X −1 , Y −1 ) and the side information Y = Y 0 :
The minimum misclassification rate will be asymptotically attained in probability by the predictorsX t = arg max
whereP {X t = x|X t Y t Y t } is a shifted version of a conditional probability estimateP {X = x|X −t Y −t Y } such that for any stationary process distribution P on (X × Y) Z ,
Such estimatesP {X = x|X −t Y −t Y } can be constructed by generalizing the methods of Sections II and III. In fact, let X and Y be complete separable metric spaces and let {B k } k≥1 and {C k } k≥1 be increasing sequences of finite subfields that asymptotically generate the Borel σ-fields on X and Y. We assume that X is σ-compact and the fields B k are constructed as in the paragraph after Theorem 1B. Let [x] k and [y] k denote the atoms of B k and C k that contain the points x ∈ X and y ∈ Y, and consider the sequence of past recurrence times
Then for every stationary process distribution
is a weakly consistent estimate of the true conditional distribution P (dx|X − Y − Y ). Thus all results in this paper remain valid if the decisions can be made with knowledge of not only the past but also side information.
belongs to F k t for all t ≥ 0, andF k j is generated by the family of events {F t {τ k j = t} : F t ∈ F k t , t ≥ 0}. One may decomposeΘ k into the sum
where ∆ k j = 1{Xτ (k,j) ∈ B} − P {Xτ (k,j) ∈ B|F k j },
Notice that {∆ k j } j≥0 is a martingale difference sequence with respect to the filtration {F 
The desired conclusion E|Θ k | → 0 follows since
